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ABSTRACT
◥

Purpose: The recent emergence of radioligand therapies for
cancer treatment has increased enthusiasm for developing new
theranostic strategies coupling both imaging and cytotoxicity in
the same entity. In this study, we evaluated whether CUB domain
containing protein 1 (CDCP1), a single-pass transmembrane pro-
tein highly overexpressed in diverse human cancers, might be a
target for cancer theranostics.

Experimental Design: The ectodomain of CDCP1 was targeted
using radiolabeled forms of 4A06, a potent and specific recombinant
human antibody that we developed. Imaging and antitumor assess-
ment studies were performed in animalmodels of pancreatic cancer,
including two patient-derived xenograft models we developed for
this study. For antitumor assessment studies, the endpoints were
death due to tumor volume >3,000 mm3 or ≥20% loss in body
weight. Specific tracer binding or antitumor effects were assessed

with an unpaired, two-tailed Student t test and survival advantages
were assessed with a log rank (Mantel–Cox) test. Differences at the
95% confidence level were interpreted to be significant.

Results: 89Zr-4A06 detected a broad dynamic range of full length
or cleaved CDCP1 expression on seven human pancreatic cancer
tumors (n ¼ 4/tumor). Treating mice with single or fractionated
doses of 177Lu-4A06 significantly reduced pancreatic cancer tumor
volume compared with mice receiving vehicle or unlabeled 4A06
(n¼ 8; P < 0.01). A single dose of 225Ac-4A06 also inhibited tumor
growth, although the effect was less profound compared with
177Lu-4A06 (n ¼ 8; P < 0.01). A significant survival advantage was
imparted by 225Ac-4A06 (HR ¼ 2.56; P < 0.05).

Conclusions: These data establish that CDCP1 can be exploited
for theranostics, a finding with widespread implications given its
breadth of overexpression in cancer.

Introduction
The recent clinical successes of radioligand therapies (e.g., Lutathera

and Azedra) have rejuvenated enthusiasm for implementing thera-
nostic platforms to treat cancer (1). Realizing the clinical potential of
radioligand therapy requires (in part) identifying new protein targets
that satisfy the prerequisites of this approach, which include high and
preferably tumor-specific target expression, and accessibility of the
target to a potent and specific ligand. Ideally, the target would also be
overexpressed in many tumor types.

We appreciated that the protein CUB domain containing protein 1
[CDCP1, also known asCD318 or transmembrane and associatedwith

Src kinase (TRASK)] appeared to satisfy many of these prerequisites.
CDCP1 is a single-pass, glycosylated transmembrane protein
expressed on the cell surface, which renders it very accessible to
exogenous ligands for imaging or treatment applications (2, 3). More-
over, CDCP1 can be highly overexpressed in human tumor tissue from
cancers as diverse as prostate, breast, lung, ovarian, pancreatic, and
kidney, and overexpression associates with more aggressive forms of
these cancers (4–10). Indeed, we previously quantified CDCP1 recep-
tor density and found it to be commensurate (�106 receptors/cell) with
values reported for other highly abundant theranostic targets (e.g.,
SSTR2, PSMA, and HER2, see Supplementary Table S1; ref. 11).
Mechanism studies sensibly rationalize the remarkable breadth of
cancer overexpression, as CDCP1 transcription is regulated by numer-
ous prominent oncogenic signaling pathways. Examples include
Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK signaling, HIF2a transcriptional activity driven
by hypoxia or VHL deletion, and TGFb/Smad2/3 signaling (9, 12, 13).
Finally, CDCP1 mRNA levels are consistently higher in cancer com-
pared with the respective normal tissue from which it arises, and
homozygous germline CDCP1-knockout mice develop without any
measurable phenotype and have a normal lifespan (14).

Ongoing work is also revealing that CDCP1 may contribute to
cancer pathophysiology. For instance, full length, phosphorylated
CDCP1 augments metastatic potential by binding and activating
PKCd, and/or by inhibiting long chain fatty acid coA ligase
3 (15, 16). CDCP1 also physically interacts with important cancer
signaling molecules (e.g., EGFR and integrins) to activate intracellular
oncogenic signaling (17, 18). Moreover, genetic ablation of CDCP1
inhibits anchorage-independent growth and metastasis (19, 20).
Expression-driven phenotypes alignwell with the clinical data showing
poorer outcomes for tumorswithCDCP1 overexpression. Collectively,
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these observations support the rationale for targeting CDCP1
therapeutically.

We report herein the first data establishing that CDCP1 can be
targeted with a radiolabeled antibody for cancer theranostics. We
performed these studies using 4A06, a potent and specific recom-
binant human antibody we developed against the ectodomain of
CDCP1 (11). Proof of concept was established using human cancer
cell lines and patient-derived xenografts (PDX) of pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma (PDAC), as CDCP1 is commonly overexpressed in
this malignancy (10, 21), and there is an urgent unmet clinical need
to develop new therapies to treat this highly morbid disease. A broad
dynamic range of tumor autonomous expression of CDCP1 was
detectable in vivo with 89Zr-labeled 4A06 and PET/CT. Treating
tumor-bearing mice with a single or fractionated dose of 177Lu-
labeled 4A06 profoundly suppressed tumor growth compared with
mice receiving no treatment or a 10-fold molar excess of unlabeled
4A06. As the antibody receptor complex internalizes into cells, we
also evaluated the antitumor effects of single dose 225Ac-4A06.
Interestingly, tumor progression was delayed by 225Ac-4A06, but
the antitumor effects were milder compared with our findings with
177Lu-4A06. In summary, these data show for the first time that
CDCP1 can be targeted with radioligands for theranostics, findings
that we expect to motivate additional studies to identify the optimal
platform for fully exploiting this tumor antigen.

Materials and Methods
Primary tumor collection

The study protocol and design were approved by the University
of California, San Francisco (UCSF) Institutional Review Board
(San Francisco, CA), and all studies involving human subjects were
conducted in compliance with the U.S. Common Rule. Patient
recruitment and enrollment was completed through the Surgical
Oncology Clinic at UCSF and patients provided written informed
consent authorizing collection and use of tumor tissue and clinical
data for study purposes. Pancreatic tumors were collected from the
operating room at the time of surgical resection by the UCSF
Biospecimen Resources Program and divided for clinical pathologic
review and research purposes from the time of the biorepository
creation to publication. Between 0.2 and 1 g fresh primary tumor
tissue was provided to the research coordinator in Leibovitz media
with 5 mg/mL penicillin and streptomycin within 1 hour of resection
and engrafted in NOD scid gamma (NSG) mice as described below
within 2–4 hours.

Animal studies
All animal studies were conducted in compliance with Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee at UCSF. For tumor imaging or
treatment studies, 3- to 5-week-old intact male athymic nu/nu mice
were purchased from Charles River Laboratory and used for experi-
ments after a brief period of acclimation. Mice were inoculated
subcutaneously with human pancreatic cancer cells (�1.5 � 106) in
the flank. The cells were injected in a 1:1 mixture (v/v) of media
(DMEM/F12) and Matrigel (Corning). Xenografts were generally
palpable within 14–18 days after injection.

Primary tumor specimens were engrafted as soon as possible into
NSG mice on the same day as primary resection. Tissue was never
frozen or dried from the time of resection to the time of engraft-
ment. Primary engraftment was performed orthotopically into the
pancreas. The primary tumor was dissected free of debris, normal
pancreas, and clearly necrotic tissue. Tumor was minced into
0.5–1 mm fragments in media on a petri dish, covered, and set
aside for implantation. Mice were anesthetized and positioned on
their right flanks. Abdominal and left flank fur was clipped and the
skin prepped with Betadine. A 0.5-cm skin incision was made over
the left flank inferior to the costal margin. The peritoneal cavity was
then entered and the pancreas identified by its attachment to the
spleen. The spleen was retracted out of the wound to spread the
pancreas flat and incise the thin retroperitoneal layer overlying the
pancreatic tissue, and a small pocket was created. Tumor fragment
was then inserted into the pancreatic tissue through the retroper-
itoneal incision and the spleen and pancreas were carefully placed
back into the peritoneal cavity. The peritoneum was closed with a
running 5-0 vicryl suture and the skin closed with wound clips,
which were removed within 10–14 days per institutional standards.
The tumors were propagated subcutaneously prior to animal imag-
ing studies.

Small-animal PET/CT
All data, including the raw imaging files, are available upon request.

Tumor-bearingmice received between approximately 200 mCi of 89Zr-
4A06 in 100 mL saline solution volume intravenously using a custom
mouse tail vein catheter with a 28-gauge needle and a 100–150 mm
long polyethylene microtubing. After a dedicated period of uptake
time, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and imaged on a small-
animal PET/CT scanner (Inveon, Siemens Healthcare). Animals were
scanned for 40minutes for PET, and theCT acquisitionwas performed
for 10 minutes.

The coregistration between PET and CT images was obtained using
the rigid transformation matrix generated prior to the imaging data
acquisition because the geometry between PET and CT remained
constant for each of PET/CT scans using the combined PET/CT
scanner. The photon attenuationwas corrected for PET reconstruction
using the coregistered CT-based attenuation map to ensure the
quantitative accuracy of the reconstructed PET data. Decay corrected
images were analyzed using AMIDE software.

Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)/CT
Mice received an intravenous injection of 177Lu-4A06

(�300 mCi/mouse). After a dedicated uptake time, the mice
were anesthetized and transferred to a small-animal SPECT/CT
(VECTor4CT, MILabs) for imaging. The coregistered CT was used
for photon attenuation correction in the SPECT reconstruction. The
decay corrected images were reconstructed and analyzed using
AMIDE software.

Translational Relevance

CUB domain containing protein 1 (CDCP1) is highly over-
expressed in many deadly cancer types, including pancreatic,
triple-negative breast cancer, lung, and prostate cancer. However,
CDCP1has not been tested clinically and is relatively unexplored as
a drug target. The results from this study show that CDCP1 can be
targeted therapeutically using a clinically validated strategy, name-
ly the focal ablation of tumor cells with ionizing radiation from a
systemically administered radioligand. These data provide the
scientific rationale for further studies to identify the optimal ligand
platform and radioisotope to fully exploit the restricted over-
expression of CDCP1 in cancer.
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Biodistribution studies
At a dedicated time after radiotracer injection, animals were eutha-

nized by cervical dislocation. Blood was harvested via cardiac punc-
ture. Tissues were removed, weighed, and counted on a Hidex auto-
matic gamma counter for accumulation activity. The mass of the
injected radiotracer was measured and used to determine the total
number of counts perminute (CPM) by comparisonwith a standard of
known activity. The data were background and decay corrected and
expressed as the percentage of the injected dose/weight of the biospeci-
men in grams (%ID/g).

Digital autoradiography
Post-mortem, tumors were harvested, transferred to sample boats,

and immersed in Tissue–Plus OCT compound (Scigen). The tissues
were snap-frozen at�80�C. The tumor tissue was sectioned into10mm
slices using amicrotome andmounted on glass microscope slides. The
slides were loaded onto an autoradiography cassette and exposed with
film for 24–72 hours at�20�C. The film was developed and read on a
Typhoon 7000IP Plate Reader (GE Healthcare) at 25-mm pixel reso-
lution. The slides were counterstained with hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E). A Zeiss Axioplan2 Microscope was used to develop micro-
scopic images. MetaMorph Software (Molecular Devices) and Photo-
shop CS6 Software (Adobe Systems) were used for montage and
processing. The autoradiography and histology were analyzed using
ImageJ.

Animal treatment studies
Mice bearing unilateral subcutaneous HPAC tumors received

177Lu-4A06, 4A06, 225Ac-4A06, or vehicle (saline) at the indicated
dose via tail vein. Animals were weighed at the time of injection, and
once weekly until the completion of the study. Tumor volume mea-
surements were calculated with calipers. For treatment studies, the
primary endpoints were death due to tumor volume >3,000 mm3 or
≥20% loss in mouse body weight.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using PRISM v8.0 Software (GraphPad). Binary

comparisons between two treatment arms were made with an
unpaired, two-tailed Student t test. Differences at the 95% confidence
level (P < 0.05) were considered to be statistically significant. Analysis
of statistically significant changes in Kaplan–Meier survival curves
weremade with a log-rank test. Differences at the 95% confidence level
were considered statistically significant. For treatment studies, the
primary endpoints were death due to tumor volume > 3,000 mm3 or
≥20% loss inmouse body weight. For blocking studies, sample size was
prospectively estimated using an anticipated effect size of 0.5 between
the tracer uptake in blocked versus unblocked tumor and type I error
rate of 0.05. For treatment studies, sample size was estimated on the
basis of an expected effect size of 0.2 for tumor volume changes with a
type I error rate of 0.05.

Results
89Zr-labeled 4A06 specifically detects tumor autonomous
expression of CDCP1

We identified the 4A06 antibody by conducting phage display
screening against the ectodomain of recombinant human CDCP1.
The antibody binds to an epitope that is contained in both the full
length and cleaved forms of CDCP1. The Fab that emerged from this
initial screen was converted to an IgG1 format using standard cloning
techniques and expressed using the Expi293 expression system. We

opted to conduct proof-of-concept imaging and antitumor assessment
studies with the IgG1 initially as the long biological half-life of the IgG1
would ensure durable presentation of the tumor to CDCP1.

We first functionalized the 4A06 IgG1 with the chelate, desferriox-
amine (DFO), for PET/CT studies by reacting commercial para-
isothiocyanatobenzyl-DFO with solvent exposed e-amino groups on
lysine residues. The affinity of DFO-4A06 for the recombinant human
ectodomain of CDCP1 was assessed using biolayer interferometry; the
KD of the desferrioxamine-conjugated antibody was equivalent to
unmodified 4A06 (0.40 � 0.7 nmol/L and 0.27 � 0.04 nmol/L,
respectively, see Supplementary Fig. S1). In anticipation of future
studies with Lu-177 and Ac-225 conjugates, the antibody was
also coupled to the chelator 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-
tetraacetic acid (DOTA) via similar chemistry. The affinity of
DOTA-4A06 was also equivalent to unlabeled 4A06 (KD ¼
0.30 � 0.05 nmol/L, see Supplementary Fig. S1).

DFO-4A06 was radiolabeled with Zr-89 as we and others have
shown that the long radioactive half-life (78.41 hours) is appropriate
for studying the biodistribution of molecules with long biological half-
lives (22). DFO-4A06 was incubated with 89Zr-oxalic acid for 120
minutes and purified using size exclusion chromatography. The
radiochemical yield was consistently >95%, the radiochemical
purity >98%, and the specific activity was consistently approximately
3 mCi/mg and the molar activity was approximately 0.45 Ci/mmol over
multiple radiosyntheses.

To evaluate biodistribution over time, 89Zr-4A06 was first admin-
istered to intactmale nu/numice bearing subcutaneousHPAC tumors,
a human pancreatic adenocarcinoma cell line with an endogenous
KRASG12V mutation that we previously showed expresses 2 � 106

receptors/cell. Tumor uptake of the radiotracerwas visually obvious on
PET/CT at 12 hours after injection, and the amount of radiotracer
steadily increased out to 72 hours after injection (Fig. 1A). Analysis of
tissue biodistribution ex vivo corroborated this trend, showing the
highest radiotracer uptake in the HPAC tumors occurred at 72 hours
(n ¼ 5/timepoint, see Fig. 1B, Supplementary Fig. S2). Moreover, the
radiotracer steadily cleared fromblood and normalmouse tissues from
24 to 72 hours, as expected. Little uptake was observed in normal
pancreas, consistent with previous data showing low CDCP1 expres-
sion in this tissue (10). Some uptake was observed in bone, which may
be attributable to radiotracer catabolism (23). A separate cohort of
mice (n¼ 5/arm) received 89Zr-4A06with 20�molar excess unlabeled
4A06. PET/CT and biodistribution studies 48 hours after injection
showed that excess unlabeled 4A06 suppressed radiotracer uptake in
the tumor, confirming that 89Zr-4A06 accumulation in tumors is due
to specific receptor binding (Fig. 1C; Supplementary Fig. S3). Finally,
a separate cohort of mice bearing HPAC tumors was injected with
18F-FDG, the gold standard and most widely applied radiotracer for
tumor detection. 18F-FDG uptake in the tumor was significantly lower
than 89Zr-4A06 radiotracer, and the tumor to blood ratio for
89Zr-4A06 was higher than 18F-FDG. Both observations suggest that
89Zr-4A06 may have applications for detection of PDAC disease
burden, which can be occult on 18F-FDG PET (Fig. 1D).

We next evaluated whether 89Zr-4A06 could detect CDCP1 expres-
sion in a larger panel of PDACmodels (HPAF II, Capan-1, Panc10.05,
and Panc2.03) with varying concentrations of full length or cleaved
CDCP1 (although total CDCP1 was lower than the levels found in
HPAC, see Fig. 2A). Antigen recognition on viable cells with 4A06was
confirmed with flow cytometry prior to conducting the imaging study
(Fig. 2B). Subsequently, 89Zr-4A06 was administered to mice bearing
subcutaneous tumor implants of one of the cell lines. Biodistribution
data showed radiotracer accumulation in the tumors at 72 hours after
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injection above blood andmuscle activities (n¼ 4/tumor, see Fig. 2C).
Although the flow cytometry data shows variable antigen expression
among the cell lines, the biodistribution data shows equivalent radio-
tracer uptake between the tumors. Directly correlating protein expres-
sion levels on flow cytometry in vitro with %ID/g in tumors is
complicated, as radiotracer uptake in tumors is a combined measure
of antibody binding and receptor-mediated internalization, and radio-
tracer catabolism over days. Tumor microenvironment factors like
hypoxia can upregulate CDCP1 expression on tumor cells (9), which
may also impact the relative levels of radiotracer uptake. However, we
were encouraged to observe that radiotracer uptake was significantly
lower in the four tumormodels compared withHPAC, as predicted on
the basis of the immunoblot data (Supplementary Table S2).

While cancer cell line models are convenient, they are known to
adopt or lose crucial biological features during the process of accli-
mation to in vitro culture conditions. On this basis, we next isolated
PDXs to determine whether CDCP1 is expressed and detectable using
89Zr-4A06. One PDX, termed UCPDAC-187, was established from a
tissue sample acquired during surgery of a patient with moderately
high-risk ypT3N1PDAC. Tumor sequencing using theUCSF 500 gene

panel revealed that the PDX harbored pathogenic mutations in KRAS
(G12V), TP53, and the RNA regulatory protein U2AF1 (Supplemen-
tary Table S3). The second PDX, termed UCPAsC-208, was isolated
from the surgical tissue of a patient found to have adenosquamous
carcinoma of the pancreas. Genomic analysis showed it to bear
pathogenic or likely pathogenic mutations in KRAS (G12D), TP53,
SMAD4, ARID2, KMT2D, and ad CDKN2A (Supplementary
Table S3). Flow cytometry of single-cell suspensions with 4A06
showed that both PDXs expressed CDCP1 (Fig. 3A). PET/CT and
biodistribution studies showed that 89Zr-4A06 detected subcutaneous
implants of either PDX in nu/nu mice (n¼ 4/tumor, see Fig. 3C). We
performed autoradiography on PDX slices post-mortem to under-
stand distribution of the antibody within the tumor. The pseudocolor
showed high levels of 89Zr-4A06 around the periphery of the tumor
that overlapped with regions of viable tissue defined onH&E (Fig. 3D;
Supplementary Fig. S4).

Antitumor assessment studies with 177Lu- or 225Ac-4A06
We next tested whether PDAC tumors could be treated with a

radiolabeled form of 4A06. The autoradiography data showed partial

Figure 1.

Detection of tumor autonomous expression of CDCP1 in a human pancreatic cancermodelwith 89Zr-4A06PET/CT.A,Representative transverse and coronal PET/CT
images of a mouse bearing a subcutaneous HPAC xenograft at various time points after administration of 89Zr-4A06. The tumor is visible on the left hindlimb of the
mouse. Some radiotracer accumulation is observed in normal abdominal tissues associated with immunoglobulin clearance, as expected. B, Ex vivo biodistribution
data showing the accumulation of 89Zr-4A06 inmice bearing HPAC tumors over time. Tumor uptake of the radiotracer peaks at 72 hours after injection, while normal
tissue accumulation is generally lower (n¼ 4/timepoint). C, Biodistribution data collected 48 hours after injection of 89Zr-4A06 or 89Zr-4A06 coadministered with
20�molar excess unlabeled4A06 (n¼4/arm; � ,P<0.01; left). The excess antibody suppresses radiotracer binding in the tumor, as expected. Transverse and coronal
PET/CT images of one mouse from the treatment arm that received 89Zr-4A06 with 20� unlabeled 4A06 (right). D, Biodistribution data highlighting the uptake of
18F-fluorodeoxyglucose 60minutes after injection in mice bearing subcutaneous HPAC tumors (n¼ 4; left). The level of uptake is lower than what was observed for
89Zr-4A06. Selected normal tissues are shown for comparison. Comparison of the tumor to blood and tumor tomuscle ratios for 18F-FDG (60minutes after injection)
and 89Zr-4A06 (72 hours after injection; right).
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penetration of the antibody within tumors, so we opted to first test
177Lu-labeled 4A06, as theb-emissionsmight produce cross-fire effects
to treat cells within the tumor to which 4A06 is not bound. DOTA-
4A06 was coupled to commercial 177LuCl3 at room temperature in
aqueous buffer for 120minutes. The radiotracer was purified using size
exclusion chromatography. The radiochemical yield prior to purifi-
cation was consistently >90% with a final purity >99%. The specific
activity was calculated to be approximately 9 mCi/mg (molar activity
�1.35 Ci/mmol).

177Lu-4A06 was injected into male nu/nu mice bearing subcutane-
ous HPAC xenografts to estimate rodent dosimetry. SPECT/CT
studies showed that the radiotracer accumulates in tumors from 4 to
96 hours after injection, with minimal uptake in normal mouse tissues
as expected (Fig. 4A). Some increasing radiotracer uptake was
observed in the bone, which we propose to be nonspecific, as CDCP1
is not abundantly expressed in bone or hematopoietic cells and the
bone signal from 89Zr-4A06 was not blocked with excess 4A06. The
pattern of biodistribution was qualitatively similar to 89Zr-4A06, as
expected. Biodistribution studies were conducted at 0.5, 4, 24, 48, and
96 hours after injection and corroborated the trends suggested by the
SPECT imaging data (n ¼ 5/timepoint, see Fig. 4B; Supplementary
Fig. S5).

We next conducted an antitumor assessment study with
177Lu-4A06. The objective of the first study was (i) to test whether
a single dose of 177Lu-4A06 can inhibit tumor growth, and (ii) to
determine whether unlabeled 4A06 has measurable effects on
tumor burden. To these ends, separate treatment arms of male
nu/nu mice bearing subcutaneous HPAC tumors received (i)
vehicle, (ii) a single intravenous dose of 177Lu-4A06 (800 mCi/
mouse), or (iii) a single intravenous dose of 50 mg of unlabeled
4A06, comparable with the radiolabeled dose (n ¼ 8/treatment
arm). Over 21 days, 177Lu-4A06 significantly inhibited HPAC
tumor growth compared with mice receiving vehicle (P < 0.01;
Fig. 5A). Unlabeled 4A06 had no significant effect on tumor
growth compared with vehicle.

We next tested whether fractionating the dose of 177Lu-4A06
influenced tumor response. A separate cohort of male nu/nu mice
bearing HPAC xenografts received (i) vehicle, (ii) two intravenous
doses of 177Lu-4A06 at day 0 and day 7 of the study (250 mCi/dose),
or (iii) one intravenous dose of 177Lu-4A06 at day 0 (500 mCi, n ¼ 8/
treatment arm). Following tumor responses over 46 days showed that
the fractionated dose was more effective at suppressing tumor volume
compared with a single dose totaling the same amount of administered
radioactivity (P < 0.01; Fig. 5B). Interestingly, although only dose
fractionation had a measurable impact on tumor burden at day 46,
both treatments extended survival compared with mice receiving
vehicle (P < 0.05; Fig. 5C). Both dosing strategies were also equally
well tolerated, as no mice were curated from the study due to weight
loss > 20% (Fig. 5D).

Alphaparticle–emitting radioisotopeshavedisplayed antitumor activ-
ity in animal models and humans and may have advantages over
b-emitting isotopes for therapies that are delivered within cancer
cells (24). After confirming that the 4A06/CDCP1 complex internalizes
into cancer cells (Supplementary Fig. S6), we next conducted an explor-
atory study evaluating the antitumor effects of 225Ac-4A06. The radio-
pharmaceutical was prepared to >90% radiochemical yield and >99%
purity with a specific activity of 0.71 mCi/mg (molar activity¼ 0.106 Ci/
mmol). Intact male nu/nu mice bearing HPAC tumors received a single
intravenous injection of 225Ac-4A06 (0.8 mCi) or vehicle (n ¼ 8/arm).
225Ac-4A06 significantly inhibited tumor growth compared with mice
receiving vehicle (Fig. 5E).Moreover, 225Ac-4A06 treatment significantly
lengthened the survival of mice (P < 0.05; see Fig. 5F). The median
survival time of mice in the vehicle group was 15 days, while the median
survival of the treated groupwas 22 days.Mice receiving the 225Ac-4A06
treatment did not experience any unsafe body weight loss (Fig. 5G).

Discussion
In this article, we establish proof of concept that CDCP1 can be

targeted for cancer theranostics. An 89Zr-labeled IgG1 platform (clone

Figure 2.
89Zr-4A06 PET/CT detects pancreatic cancer models with diverse presentations of full length and/or cleaved CDCP1. A, Immunoblot data from whole-cell lysates
showing the relative expression of full length (FL, �140 kDa) and cleaved (C, �80 kDa) CDCP1 in four human PDAC cell lines. HPAC is included as a reference.
B, Histograms showing the binding of 4A06-Alexa488 to cell surface CDCP1 on pancreatic cancer cell lines. C, Biodistribution showing the uptake of 89Zr-4A06 in
subcutaneous tumors in mice (n ¼ 4/tumor). The data were collected 72 hours after injection. Radiotracer levels in blood and muscle are shown as references.
The level of radiotracer uptake in HPAC tumors at 72 hours after injectionwas statistically higher than Capan-1, Panc02.03, and Panc10.05 (Supplementary Table S2).
2� Ab, secondary antibody.
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Figure 4.

SPECT/CT and biodistribution data shows the accumulation of 177Lu-4A06 IgG1 in HPAC tumors and normalmouse tissues.A,Representative transverse and coronal
SPECT/CT data showing tumor uptake in subcutaneous HPAC tumors (white arrow) over time. As with 89Zr-4A06, the radiotracer uptake in tumors peaks after
48 hours post injection. Nonspecific uptake is observed in abdominal tissues, as expected on the basis of the data with 89Zr-4A06. B, Ex vivo biodistribution data
showing the accumulation of 177Lu-4A06 in tissues over time (n ¼ 4/time point). The biodistribution is qualitatively similar to what was observed with 89Zr-4A06.

Figure 3.

CDCP1 is expressed and detectable with 89Zr-4A06 PET/CT in two PDXmodels of pancreatic cancer.A,Histograms from single-cell suspensions of two PDXmodels,
UCPDAC-187 and UCAsC-208, show positive staining for CDCP1 using 4A06 and a secondary anti-protein A antibody coupled to Alexa647. The data are referenced
against background stainingwith a commercial IgG1 isotype control.B,Transverse PET/CT images showing the uptake of 89Zr-4A06 in the subcutaneousPDX tumors
(white arrows). The datawere acquired 48 hours after injection of the radiotracer, and the position of the tumor is indicatedwith an arrow. The tumor uptake of 89Zr-
4A06 at 48 hours after injection is indicated below the respective image (n¼ 4/tumor). C,Digital autoradiography (DAR) of PDX tissue slices shows the distribution
of 89Zr-4A06 within the tumor. The radioactivity is primarily localized to periphery of the tumor, whose morphology is defined with H&E. The scale bar represents
100 mm.
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name 4A06) effectively detected a tumor autonomous antigen expres-
sion in numerous human pancreatic cancer cell lines, including two
PDXs we established from subjects at UCSF. Although 4A06 alone did
not harbor antitumor activity, 177Lu-4A06 effectively inhibited pan-
creatic cancer growth, particularlywhen administered as a fractionated
dose. Moreover, 177Lu-4A06 was well tolerated in mice and extended
overall survival compared with mice that received placebo. An explor-
atory study showed that 225Ac-4A06 also inhibited pancreatic cancer
tumor growth, although the effects did not appear to be as profound as
177Lu-4A06. In summary, these data support further studies to fully vet
CDCP1 as a target for cancer theranostics.

We expect it may be possible to even further augment the already
impressive antitumor effects we observe with radiolabeled 4A06 IgG1.
For instance, there is growing body of data suggesting that cleaved
CDCP1 has unique pathologic functions in cancer, including activat-
ing prominent signaling cascades and promoting migration and
metastasis (18, 25). As full length CDCP1 appears to be the predom-
inant form in normal tissues, antibodies specific to cleaved CDCP1
may increase the tumor-specific delivery of cytotoxic payloads (26). As
we show, the 4A06 clone itself also does not harbor bioactivity. Thus,
developing a radiolabeled form of a bioactive antibody, for example,
one that disrupts the initiation of signaling cascades by CDCP1, could
further enhance antitumor effects.

Reducing the size of the antibody platform will likely be preferable
for more advanced studies in animals or humans. As our autoradi-
ography data show, 89Zr-4A06 IgG1 does not deeply penetrate tumors,
and a smaller antibody construct will likely disperse more evenly
through tumors based on previous observations in the field (27). This
concern is especially germane for pancreatic cancer, which typically
induces a desmoplastic reaction. The resulting dense stroma can be
challenging for therapeutics to penetrate, which could be a concern for
biologic-based therapeutics. Although we are cautious to overly spec-
ulate, the dense stroma may account for the somewhat milder anti-
tumor effects that we observed with 225Ac-4A06, as it is well under-

stood that alpha-emitting radioisotopes require close proximity or
internalization within the target cell to impart cell death. Radio-
immunotherapy with b-emitters may be less influenced by dense
tumor stroma, as cross-fire radiation can treat regions of the tumor
unbound by drug. Indeed, radioimmunotherapy research has been
vibrant with the recent reemergence of nuclear theranostics, and over
15 preclinical trials testing discrete therapies against targets like
CA19.9, MUC1, and integrin a6b4 have shown considerable promise
in reducing tumor burden and/or extending overall survival (28).More
rigorous comparisons between 4A06 and other experimental thera-
peutics are warranted to assess the relative strengths andweaknesses of
each drug target. Finally, major sources of grade 3/4 toxicity for
radioligand therapies in humans have been hematologic in nature
(e.g., thrombocytopenia, neutropenia, and anemia), which may be
attributable in part to circulating radioactivity. We are currently
working to study the impact of antibody size on antitumor efficacy
with these observations in mind.

Beyond the considerations mentioned in the introduction, a ther-
anostic strategy is particularly attractive for a tumor antigen like
CDCP1 as the imaging can be used to prospectively identify patients
whose tumors have high levels of expression. At a population level,
near complete (�90%) antigen overexpression has only been noted to
date in the clear cell form of ovarian cancer, and expression in more
common cancers (including PDAC) is typically between 30%–60%.
Moreover, imaging may provide a more holistic view of antigen
expression over many tumor sites within the same patient to reveal
whether CDCP1 expression is heterogeneous.
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Figure 5.
177Lu-4A06 and 225Ac-4A06 inhibit tumor growth in animal models of pancreatic cancer. A, An antitumor assessment study in which mice bearing subcutaneous
HPAC tumors received a single bolus of 177Lu-4A06 (800 mCi/mouse), vehicle, or unlabeled 4A06. 177Lu-4A06 significantly suppressed tumor growth comparedwith
vehicle or 4A06 alone (n¼ 8/treatment arm; � , P < 0.01) B, Tumor growth curves summarizing the antitumor effects of a single bolus of 177Lu-4A06 (500 mCi) or two
doses of 177Lu-4A06 (250 mCi/dose) over 7 days. Mice bearing subcutaneous HPAC tumors were treated. Only the fractionated dose significantly inhibited tumor
growth compared with the vehicle treatment arm (n¼ 8/treatment arm). C,A Kaplan–Meier curve showing that either dosing regimen extended survival compared
withmice receiving vehicle. Statistical significancewas determined using aMantel–Cox log-rank test. � ,P<0.05.D,Aplot showing the percent change in bodyweight
for mice receiving vehicle or 177Lu-4A06. Neither dosing strategy resulted in dropout due to >20% loss of body weight. E, A tumor growth curve summarizing the
effects of 225Ac-4A06 on the growth of subcutaneous HPAC tumors. A single intravenous injection of 225Ac-4A06 (0.8 mCi/mouse) significantly delayed tumor
growth compared with mice receiving vehicle (n ¼ 8/treatment arm). F, A Kaplan–Meier curve showing that 225Ac-4A06 extended survival compared with mice
receiving vehicle. Statistical significancewas determined using aMantel–Cox log-rank test. � ,P <0.05. Themedian survival of the vehicle groupwas 15 days, while the
median survival of the treated group was 22 days. The log-rank hazard ratio was 2.56 (95% confidence interval, 0.8–7.6). G, A plot showing the average percent
change in body weight for mice receiving vehicle or 225Ac-4A06. No mice were excluded from the study due to an unsafe loss of body weight. Fx, fraction.
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